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We do not claim to be experts in this area, nor to have ‘the correct answers’. 
Instead, we recognise our position as learners in the field of something 
like critical information practices, grappling with the relative security of 
institutional resources to fumble through a series of attempts. We understand 
this work as lifelong labour that goes beyond institutional boundaries and 
is informed precisely by that beyond. We hope this poster motivates fellow 
library and archive workers to collectively interrogate their practices to actively 
refuse forms of colonial-imperial violence in their own workplaces.

What if we accepted that the complexities of 
contemporary white supremacist formations are 
such that no one of us could possibly account for all 
its violent acrobatics and shapeshifts — including 
those enacted by the library world — nor possibly 
achieve complete, transcendent solutions? And 
what if we reminded ourselves that being in critical 
community as such requires trusting that we do not 
have to do everything ourselves (even if we do have 
to do something)?

- David James Hudson
“The Whiteness of Practicality” (2017)

SYSTEMS DESIGN

 » supporting multi-lingual 
metadata infrastructures and 
sharing development tools

 » designing a mobile-first and low-
bandwidth collections interface

 » contributing to collaborative 
databases as well as our own (e.g. 
Wikidata)

COLLECTIONS

 » problematising collections 
development as performative 
diversification and reification of 
colonial ownership

 » striving to engage in mutualist 
approaches to stewardship

 » seeking guidance from disciplines 
beyond the information sector

CATALOGUING

 » funding posts for culturally 
competent cataloguers, 
particularly multi-lingual efforts

 » prioritising non-western 
naming conventions; pluralising 
conceptions of time

 » sharing metadata practices 
(including decision-making) and 
local controlled vocabularies

PROJECT  —  The UTSC Library has recently 
undertaken a review of its digital curation practices, 
including a concomitant analysis of metadata practice. 
Like many higher education institutions and allied 
fields worldwide, the UTSC Library is carving out 
strategies as part of this review to more responsibly 
describe, preserve, and make accessible the collections 
we steward. Digital collections, with their polyvalent 
descriptive practices, provide affordances for alternative 
and potentially liberatory modes of classification. 
This poster documents and shares our efforts so far, 
focusing specifically on our recent project to develop 
a ‘knowledge base’ mobilising key theories and 
accessible resources on the topic of critical description. 
This knowledge base is designed to support library and 
archive workers undertaking efforts to practise - in all 
senses of the word -decolonial, anti-racist and liberatory 
metadata approaches.

EXPLORING LIBERATORY 
DESCRIPTION PRACTICES

 » researched and shared bibliography 
using Zotero, with ongoing 
annotation contribution

 » drafted a Metadata Induction Guide 
for new cataloguers, outlining 
purposes of metadata creation, 
highlighting the politics of 
description and providing UTSC 
collections-tailored guidance 
- adapted directives primarily 
from Archives 4 Black Lives in 
Philadelphia’s Anti-Racist Description 
Resources (2019)

 » created an online ‘knowledge 
base’, which publishes resources 
for students as well as information 
professionals

 » a living document that is intended 
as a shared resource to be reused, 
adapted, contributed to and 
generatively critiqued:  

 https://digital.utsc.utoronto.ca/
projects/critical-metadata-practices

NEXT STEPS

 » socialise process for contributing to annotated bibliography

 » take an informed approach to parsing bibliography, recognising 
that collapsing identity-based struggles not only lacks 
commitment but also reproduces erasure by homogenising 
experiences

 » test and implement Metadata Induction Guide for future 
cataloguing projects

BACKGROUND  -  Critiques of archival neutrality are longstanding and interdisciplinary, drawing on an array of 
knowledges each with their own historical locales (e.g. subaltern studies, critical race theory, decolonial theory and praxis). 
Historians and archivists (as well as numerous practitioners who are of neither discipline explicitly) have explored the 
manifold ways that archives operate as sites through which ‘sources’ of knowledge are produced, preserved and curated as 
‘evidence’ to legitimise colonial-imperial legacies of the nation-state (Trouillot, 1995; Schwartz and Cook, 2002; Hartman, 
2008; Stoler, 2009; Drake, 2016; Ghaddar, 2016; Sutherland, 2019).

Despite this increasingly immanent acknowledgement of archive and digital collections as contested spaces, many of the 
associated standards, procedures and systems that facilitate archival bias (e.g. appraisal, cataloguing, arrangement) remain 
largely intact (Reclaiming Power and Place, 2019). Digital curation practices can reproduce the colonial erasure carried out 
in paper-based contexts. For instance, filename normalisation can enhance machine readability whilst overwriting Black, 
Indigenous and any other non-English language situated-provenance (Mordell, 2019; Terri Janke and Company, 2018). 
Analogous violence occurs when arranging material where the traditional archival logic of individual ownership does not 
easily map onto shared and mutualist digital modes of production (Drake, 2016).

Annotated bibliography Metadata Induction Guide

The land upon which UTSC is situated is the subject of the Rouge Tract claim, submitted by the Mississaugas of the Credit in 2015. The land 
claim describes unextinguished aboriginal title to the Rouge River Valley Tract. We are compelled to highlight this ongoing dispossession as part 
of our approach, while also recognising how acknowledgements of this kind can themselves narrativise Indigenous vanishing and/or perpetuate 
settler moves to innocence by means of linguistic dexterity. While we endeavour to centre this project’s efforts on affirming Indigenous sovereignty 
over settler futurity, we recognise that the work in its current formation remains insufficient on multiple fronts.
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